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About This Game

"Unlike destined and blessed love seen in stories..."

The introvert Yuyi arrives at school every day with a secret deep in her heart.
She kept this secret even from her tutor in middle school.

Meeting new friends, she became determined to say goodbye to her emotions of the past...
But then she suddenly received a party invitation...

Focusing on the theme of "a feeling different from the majority", with delicate and elegant illustrations, and a complete
voiceover, this is a visual novel that follows a girl trying to know herself and admit her own sexuality.
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The music is mainly created by Oli Jan, who is experienced in performance and composition. They also enrich the work with
short animations and fine-tuned performances.

● A kinetic novel of over 60,000 words (no options)
● Fully voiced in Chinese

● A planned DLC to release for free!
● 7 custom CGs

*About it is a yuri game or not, you can check 'Last night before release'

Yuyi Wu

"I've always hoped to be someone just like her. Someone as reliable and gentle as her..."

The introverted protagonist of the story, an excellent university student. She really admired the tutor she had in middle school.
After four years of hard work, no matter in coursework, cooking, or temperament, she did it impeccably.

Her only obvious weakness shows when she plays sports...
Dreaming of meeting someone just like in her otome comics, she's gradually realized just how different they are from reality.

Yile Lin
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"When you're in a bad mood, you have to laugh more! Come on, it'll bring you good luck! Smile! Hehe~"

Yuyi's classmates with such an optimistic personality it can clear a cloudy sky.
As the public relations person of the faculty, she's organized many activities and is the rising star of the volleyball team.

Her direct and straightforward character can be somewhat offensive at times though.
But her upbeat and innocent nature is hard to stay angry at.

Sis Tutor

"I'm happy you've come to ask me. Hopefully we can chat a bit afterwards too."

Yuyi's middle school tutor, giving off a very gentle impression.
The two were very close, but because of some reasons...

After Yuyi graduated, they never met again. They only talk now through social media...
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Title: Lingua Fleur: Lily
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narrator, STORIA
Publisher:
Narrator
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (32/64bit)

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with DX10 (shader model 4.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution: 1280 * 720+

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Warm and touching. If you're looking for a Yuri story of growing up and self-discovery, this will be a must-have game for you..
A very lovely little story, one that brings as many aches as it does smiles. I'm pleased to see that it ends in a satisfactory way for
the most part.. Very cute and heartwarming game. The story is centered around understanding and accepting yourself rather than
romance between 2 girls, but it was an enjoyable read nevertheless. Would recommend it to anyone who is into yuri. I hope
developers will consider to continue the story, because both girls are adorable and I very much like them. Art and sound design
are great too. There are some typos in the script, but nothing too major. All in all it was a great experience, we need more VNs
like that.. What it all comes down to is character, a word with multiple meanings. Characters that one can see, feel, relate to, and
cherish. Character as an attribute, that succeeds in instilling a specific mood or personality. What will ultimately be the factor in
choosing to partake in this visual novel will depend on how much "character" means to you. Short, but sweet. Insufficient, but
promising. Whatever drawbacks arise, the sweet sensation of bubbly optimism and the togetherness of human empathy lessens
the pain of all that goes wrong. Lingua Fleur: Lily could be such an experience.

+ Great character-building\/character chemistry
+ Soundtrack is phenomenal in its mood-setting
+ Art is impressive for the scale of the game

- Narrative themes feel too dispersed, not fully developed
- Clich\u00e9s are plentiful within story, character types
- Few too many typos with English translation

Read the full review at https:\/\/www.keengamer.com\/article\/21102_lingua-fleur-lily-review.. Not much really needs to be said
here that hasn't already been said in other reviews, just that this is a relatively short but utterly sweet (and slightly bitter)
wholesome yuri visual novel- kinetic actually, there are no choices to be made. Yile had me grinning quite a few times with how
friggen adorable she was. What a cutie. I do hope this story gets expanded on in the future.

A little side note, something that can be appreciated is that this is voiced in Chinese, which was kind of refreshing to be honest.
At first I felt like the voice actresses of the two girls were a little stilted sounding, but as it continued on I felt they got better,
more expressive. This could be because it took me a little while to get used to hearing Chinese.. or just that the two of them (the
characters) were becoming more open\/closer with each other.
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Lingua Fleur : lily was an huge surprise to me. Specially taking in mind it's an 2h long VN, it has a lot of content. Not only how
the text looks like an Chinese poetry book. Or the music that despite be simple, it's really well placed, specially at the best
moments this VN has to show. With that be said, there are VN and comic talking about the whole "open up" when it comes to
sexuality. But I really like how Lingua Fleur : lily did. By telling an story without losing the main focus of it, while match pretty
well with an text that makes everything they are been thought quite charming and frank. I think it really remembers me when I
first read Seabed, it's not about the "what" but "how" you do it.. Yuile And Yuyi Two VERY Great Friends Who Now do lots of
stuff Together ^^ Yuyi Didnt really Like sports all that Much Esp Volleyball she was no good at it And she thought she sucked
in her mind. Though Yuile helped and teached her the ways but one Little Accident Caused Yuyi Nose to bleed cause Yuile
spiked the ball and she was really Sad that it happened. Down the road Her Sis Yuyi Was getting Married And was Gonna move
away from town So she can live happy life With her Husband Thankfully Yuyi Arrived in time to see her off. Yuyi Helped
Yuile About Makeup and Kanji so that she can get Better at it. But in all Very Good VN ^^ I loved it And Def would Recc this
to people If you Like Heart to Heart Stories.
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